Course Outline ANTH*4300 Fall 2018

Course Number: ANTH*4300

Course Title: Anthropological Issues: Body, Person, and Culture

Department of Sociology and Anthropology
Instructor: Satsuki Kawano

Office: MacKinnon 603

Office Hours: TBA

Lecture Time and Location:
Wed 11:30AM - 02:20PM
MCKN, Room 307

E-mail: skawano@uoguelph.ca

COURSE OUTLINE:

This course examines contemporary theoretical and ethnographic discussions relating to the human body, personhood, and identity. Topics covered will include social and cultural constructions of gender, cultural ideologies of sexuality, social inscriptions on the body, disabilities, and the body and death. This course will also examine cultural assumptions about the human body and what it means to be a "person" in a range of non-Western societies.

Format: Seminar

EVALUATION: TBA

TEXTBOOK: TBA